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Marriage is a mystery because no two relationships are exactly the same. It is a “work in
progress” between two imperfect people. Being an individual is easy, but being a couple
requires sacrifice. Giving more than we take is always necessary. Saying “I love you”
frequently reminds our spouse that we care. Saying “I’m sorry” when we make a mistake
is not a weakness, but a strength. Putting the needs and feelings of our spouse ahead of
ourselves, results in emotional closeness.
My wife is a true example of a person who consistently has done these things over the
years. Let me give some reasons how she makes this marriage all it can be.
1. First of all, she greets me at the end of the day with her infectious smile,
contagious enthusiasm, and a warm, embracing hug. She makes me feel like there
is no one she would rather see.
2. Secondly, she is the most genuine and sincere person I know. She is the real deal!
“What you see is what you get” and she has a great deal to offer.
3. Thirdly, those gorgeous green eyes can look all the way into my soul, making me
feel completely understood. Equally affirming is the way those eyes relay how
truly glad she is to be with me.
4. Next, during our dating years, she was the key person who motivated me to reach
my potential and achieve my goals. She has always called me higher to be my
best. My wife believed in me, before I did.
5. Her stark and striking beauty belongs in the spotlight, but she prefers to remain
behind the scenes. Her humility adds to her enchantment!
6. I am as attracted to her today as I was at 23, maybe more! She keeps me feeling,
thinking and acting young.
7. She has fine tuned intuitions and sharp instincts which enable her to understand
what others need most…….. and I’m the psychologist!
8. She befriends all types of different people, not just those who are similar to her.
She is a truly, loyal friend who is always there for others.
9. She is a very spiritual person with solid values and strong convictions.
10. She is a blessing from God.

